CourseNetworking Common Cartridge Import Guidelines
Other LMS

The CN

Editable

Additional Information

Modules,
Lessons, etc.
Pages, SubLessons, etc.
Assignments

Tasks

Yes

Sub-Tasks

Yes

Tasks +
Gradebook

Yes

The links to the resources will
be imported as SmartLinks.
The links to the resources will
be imported as SmartLinks.
These assignments are
imported as tasks that the
students may submit their files
or write their answers.
The grades for the
assignments will be
GradeBook items.

Web Links

Web Links

Yes

LTI Tools, LTI
Links
Discussion
Forums

LTI Links

Yes

Discussion
Topics
(Hashtags)

Yes

Dropbox,
attachments,
files, and etc.

Files

Yes

Quizzes

Quizzes +
Gradebook

Yes

Common Cartridge doesn't
import LTI Links keys.
Thread titles will be imported
into CN as hashtags.

All of the files and folders that
are imported through
Common Cartridge will go
under "Imported Common
Cartridge Files" tab under Files
tool. The instructors can move
them files and folders to the
"Course Files" to make them
visible to the students.
These quizzes are accessible
from the Quizzes section.
The grades for the quizzes will
be GradeBook items.

Limitations

Discussion in CN is in social media
(posting) format, which is very
different than threaded discussion
in traditional LMS discussion
forums. Therefore, the Common
Cartridge import only converts
thread discussion titles to
hashtags. Other content (text,
images, etc.) will not be imported.

CN supports importing the
following question types:
multiple choice, multiple response,
true false, essay, fill in the blank,
pattern match (will be imported as
short answer questions).
If a question does not have a
correct answer when it should
have (for example, a fill in the
blank question does not have any
blanks), the question will not be
imported.

Question
Banks

Question
Banks

Yes

CN supports importing the
following question types:
multiple choice, multiple response,
true false, essay, fill in the blank,
pattern match (will be imported as
short answer questions).
If a question does not have a
correct answer when it should
have (for example, a fill in the
blank question does not have any
blanks), the question will not be
imported.
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